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the output of the MIX net is incorrect. If an outsider can verify this, the schemeis called universally veri�able.Before surveying robustness and veri�ability, another problem of Chaum'sMIX net based on RSA should be pointed out, which is that the size of eachciphertext ci is long, i.e., proportional to the total number of MIX servers. Parket al. overcame this problem by using the ElGamal encryption scheme so that thesize of each ci became independent of the number of MIX servers [19]. Almost allMIX nets proposed from then on are based on the ElGamal encryption scheme.A general method to achieving veri�ability is to have each MIX server provethat it behaved correctly in zero knowledge. Sako and Kilian [24] showed suchan e�cient proof system for Park et al.'s MIX net. The above MIX nets are,however, not robust. If at least one MIX server stops, then the entire systemstops. Ogata et al. showed the �rst MIX net satisfying privacy, veri�ability androbustness [18]. We call a scheme satisfying all these properties resilient.For comparison, we focus on the random permutation stage of the MIX netbecause almost all known resilient MIX nets consist of two stages, random per-mutation stage and threshold decryption stage. Also, there are some cases suchthat we want permutation, but not decryption. If a MIX net does permutationonly, it is possible that the MIX servers do not need to know the decryption key,which is an advantage.Now in Ogata et al.'s MIX net, the computational cost of each MIX serveris O(�tN), where N is the number of users, � is the security parameter and tstands for the threshold number of untrusted MIX servers. Subsequently, Abeshowed a more e�cient resilient MIX net which is also universally veri�able inwhich the external veri�er's cost is reduced to O(�N) [1].At the same time, Jakobsson showed a very e�cient resilient MIX net atEurocrypt '98 [13] (but not universally veri�able). Later, he showed a moree�cient MIX net at PODC'99 [15]. In these schemes, the computational cost ofeach MIX server is O(tN).Recently Abe [2, 3] showed his second resilient MIX net which is e�cient for asmall number of users. In this MIX net, the complexity is O(tN logN). Jakobssonand Juels showed a MIX net which has the same advantage [16]. In their MIXnet, the cost of each MIX server is O(N log2N). Since these complexities growfaster in N than the other schemes, these schemes suit small N .1.2 Our contributionThis paper �rst shows that the Jakobsson's �rst MIX net (presented at Euro-crypt'98) [13], which was believed to be resilient and very e�cient, is not robust.We present an attack such that at least one malicious MIX server can preventcomputing the correct output. We exploit a homomorphic property of Jakobs-son's Eurocrypt '98 scheme to attack it. Observe that we make no claims aboutother MIX networks, such as the PODC'99 Jakobsson paper [15].We also propose a new and very e�cient resilient MIX net (but it is notuniversally veri�able). To obtain this scheme, we introduce three new concepts:



Work-sharing-MIX in which (signi�cantly) more MIX servers are being usedthan one trusts. In threshold schemes a tradeo� is used between reliabilityand privacy. The motivation of work-sharing-MIX is to have a tradeo� be-tween the number of MIX severs and the computational e�ort per MIX sever.When N is large (as in national elections), and one wants a su�ciently highsecurity (i.e., a large t), then the computational e�ort of existing schemesmay be prohibitive. We share the computational e�ort over several machineswhile maintaining the requirements as privacy, robustness and veri�ability.Existential-honesty divides the MIX servers into blocks of which we can guar-antee that one is free of dishonest MIX servers, assuming the number ofdishonest MIX servers is bounded by t.Limited-open-veri�cation is the opposite of zero-knowledge. To prove that acomputation has been done correctly the party that did the computation ina block will open the secret it used. However, she will only open this to themembers in the same block.More details are given later on. Those concepts may be useful in other contextssuch as secure distributed computation. We achieve 100% robustness in contrastwith prior schemes (i.e. the probability of the failure of robustness is 0).Although the total computational cost of our scheme is comparable to theone of Jakobsson's MIX net of PODC'99 [15] (i.e. O(t2N)), the computationalcost of each MIX server is signi�cantly smaller (i.e. O(N)) in ours versus theone in Jakobsson's scheme (O(tN)). To achieve this we need O(t2) MIX serversrather than the usual O(t). This introduces several open problems, we discussin Section 6.Other details, such as the computational complexity assumptions we need toprove privacy are discussed later on.2 Model of MIX net2.1 Model and de�nitionsIn the model of MIX nets, there exist three types of participants: users, a bulletinboard, and the MIX servers.1. The users post encrypted messages (c1; � � � ; cN ) to the bulletin board.2. After the bulletin board �lls up, or after some other triggering event oc-curs, the mix servers compute a randomly permuted list of decryptions(m1; � � � ;mN ) of all valid encryptions posted on the bulletin board.MIX nets must satisfy privacy, veri�ability and robustness. Suppose that atmost t among v MIX servers and at most N �2 among N senders are malicious.Then we say that a MIX net satis�es :{ t-privacy if the relationship between (c1; � � � ; cN ) and (m1; � � � ;mN) is keptsecret.



{ t-veri�ability if an incorrect output of the MIX net is detected with over-whelming probability.{ t-robustness if it can output (m1; � � � ;mN ) correctly with overwhelming prob-ability.We say that a MIX net is t-resilient if it satis�es t-privacy, t-veri�ability andt-robustness.2.2 ElGamal based encryption scheme for usersElGamal based encryption scheme was commonly used in some of the previousrobust MIX nets [18, 1, 13]. Let p be a safe prime, i.e., p; q be primes such thatp = 2q + 1, and g be a generator of Gq . Let y = gx mod p, where x is a secretkey. The public key is (p; q; g; y).The MIX servers share a secret key x using a (t+1; v) threshold scheme [27],where v denotes the number of MIX servers.To encrypt a value m 2 Gq , a random number  2u Zq is chosen and the ci-phertext (a; b) = (g ;my) is calculated. For decryption, m = b=ax is calculatedby a threshold decryption scheme [8, 20, 12]As pointed out by Jakobsson, to guarantee that m 2 Gq , we should letm = (M j p)M for an original message M 2 [1 : : : (p � 1)=2], where (M j p) isthe Jacobi symbol of M .2.3 Non-malleable ElGamalMalicious users may post copies or correlated ciphertexts of some encryptedmessages of honest users (repeated ciphertext attack). They can then determine(with some probability) what the decryption of the attacked message was, bycounting repeats or correlations in the output list. Therefore, it is necessaryto use a non-malleable encryption scheme. A public key cryptosystem is saidto be non-malleable [9] if there exists no probabilistic polynomial time (p..p.t.)adversary such that given a challenge ciphertext c, he can output a di�erentciphertext c0 such that the plaintexts m;m0 for c; c0 are meaningfully related.(For example, m0 = m+ 1.)Tsiounis and Yung [28], and independently Jakobsson [13], showed a non-malleable ElGamal encryption scheme by combining Schnorr's signature scheme[25] with ElGamal encryption scheme under some cryptographic assumption inthe random oracle model. Jakobsson used the non-malleable ElGamal encryptionscheme in his MIX net for users' encryption to prevent the repeated ciphertextattack [13]. (For a detailed study of the security consult [26].) We also use thisscheme in our MIX net of Sec. 4.3 An attack for Jakobsson's practical MIXIn this section, we show that the Jakobsson's MIX net of Eurocrypt'98 [13] isbroken, which was believed to be t-resilient and very e�cient.



Jakobsson �rst showed that a MIX net is obtained by using MIXEXP whichtakes a list of items �� = (c1; : : : ; cN ) and robustly computes a permutation(c�1; : : : ; c�N ). To avoid cut and choose methods, Jakobsson [13] developed a sub-protocol in which each MIX server proves that the product of his input elementsand the product of his output elements satisfy a certain relation. However, thisdoes not imply proving that each MIX server behaved correctly even if the sub-protocol is combined with his other subprotocols. We show an attack such thatall the output elements of a MIX server can be a�ected in a proper way. We alsoexploit a homomorphic property of his scheme to attack it.His MIX net is not robust if the MIXEXP is not robust. Therefore, the detailsof MIXEXP are given in Sec.3.1. Our attack is given in Sec.3.2.If the reader is not interested or is already familiar with his scheme, he cango directly to Sec.3.2.3.1 Structure of the scheme attacked [13]Let �j = g�j (1)be the public information of a MIX server j, where �j is his secret. De�ne� 4= Yj2Q �j ; (2)where Q denotes a quorum. MIXEXP takes a list of items �� = (c1; : : : ; cN) androbustly computes a permutation (c�1; : : : ; c�N ).Jakobsson then showed an e�cient implementation of MIXEXP. It consistsof four protocols, Blinding I, Blinding II, Unblinding I and Unblinding II. Forsimplicity, let Q = f1; 2; � � � ; t+1g. For a list �� = (d1; : : : ; dN ) and e 2 Zq , de�ne��e 4= (de1; : : : ; deN ):Let � be a security parameter.
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Fig. 1. Blinding I



Blinding I: (see Fig.1) For 1 � � � �,1. MIX server 1 chooses a random number �I�1 and a random permutation�I�1 . He then computes�I�1(c�I�11 ; c�I�12 ; � � � ; c�I�1N ):2. MIX server 2 chooses a random number �I�2 and a random permutation�I�2 . He then computes�I�2 � �I�1 (c�I�1�I�21 ; c�I�1�I�22 ; � � � ; c�I�1�I�2N );and so on.The �nal output (in Blinding I) from MIX server t+ 1 is:��I� 4= �I�(c�I�1 ; c�I�2 ; � � � ; c�I�N ); (3)where �I� 4= Yj2Q �I�j ; �I� 4= Yj2Q �I�j :That is, MIXEXP outputs ��I1; � � � ; ��I� on input �� in Blinding I.
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Fig. 2. Blinding IIBlinding II: (see Fig.2) For 1 � � � �,1. MIX server 1 chooses a random number �II1 and a random permutation�II�1 . He then computes�II�1(���1�II1I� ) = �II�1 � �I�((c�I�1 )�1�II1 ; (c�I�2 )�1�II1 ;� � � ; (c�I�N )�1�II1 )from ��I�. Note that �II1 is independent of � while �I�1 depends on �.2. MIX server 2 chooses a random number �II2 and a random permutation�II�2 . He then computes�II�2 � �II�1 � �I�((c�I�1 )�1�II1�2�II2 ; (c�I�2 )�1�II1 �2�II2 ;� � � ; (c�I�N )�1�II1�2�II2 )and so on.



The �nal output (in Blinding II) of MIX server t+ 1 is:��II� 4= �II� � �I�(c�I���II1 ; c�I���II2 ; � � � ; c�I���IIN ); (4)where � is de�ned in eq.(2) and�II� 4= Yj2Q�II�j ; �II 4= Yj2Q �IIj :That is, MIXEXP outputs ��II1; � � � ; ��II� on input ��I1; � � � ; ��I� in Blinding II.From eq.(4), we see that��1=�I�II� = �II� � �I�(c��II1 ; : : : ; c��IIN ):Note that (c��II1 ; : : : ; c��IIN ) of the right hand side is independent of �. Therefore,��1=�I�II� must be equal for 1 � � � � if each list �II� � �I�(c��II1 ; : : : ; c��IIN ) issorted. Unblinding I, based on this observation, is described as follows.Unblinding I: 1. Each MIX server j publishes f�I�jg for 1 � � � �.2. Each MIX server computes �I� =Qj2Q �I�j and��I� 4= ��1=�I�II� = �II� � �I�(c��II1 ; : : : ; c��IIN ) (5)for 1 � � � �.3. The lists ��I� with 1 � � � � are sorted and compared. If they are allequal, and no element is zero, then the result is labeled valid, otherwiseinvalid.Next in Blinding II for � = 1, let Mj denote the product (modulo p) of allthe elements constituting the input to MIX server j. Similarly, Sj denotes theproduct of all the output elements of MIX server j. Then it must hold thatSj =M �j�IIjj : (6)On the other hand, from eq.(1), we have ��IIjj = g�j�IIj . Therefore, it holds thatSj =Mzj and ��IIjj = gzfor z = �j�IIj . Unblinding II, based on this observation, is described as follows.Unblinding II: (for valid results only)1. The MIX servers publish f�I1jgj2Q.2. The computation of ��I1 in \Blinding I" is veri�ed.3. The MIX servers publish f�IIjgj2Q.4. Each MIX server j proves thatSj =Mzj and ��IIjj = gz: (7)holds for some z by using one of the methods of [7, 25].5. The MIX servers compute ��1 = ��1=�III1 , and output ��1. Note that ��1 isa permutation of (c�1; : : : ; c�N ) from eq.(5).Jakobsson claims that the �nal output ��1 is a permutation of (c�1; : : : ; c�N ) ifthe above protocol (MIXEXP) ends successfully.



3.2 Our attackWe show that Jakobsson's MIXEXP is not robust. This means that his MIX netis not robust. Our attack succeeds if at least one MIX server is malicious.We exploit a homomorphic property. A dishonest MIX server will �rst mul-tiply the received inputs. The data is then organized to prevent detection. Wenow describe the details.For simplicity, suppose that the last MIX server t + 1 of Q is malicious. InBlinding II , let her input be (d�1; : : : ; d�N ) for 1 � � � �. LetX� 4= d�1 � � � � � d�N :In our attack, she �rst chooses random numbers �1; � � � ; �N such that�1 + �2 + � � ��N = 1 mod q:She next outputs~�II� = (X�1�t+1�IIt+1� ; X�2�t+1�IIt+1� ; : : : ; X�N�t+1�IIt+1� ) (8)for 1 � � � �.We next show that the MIXEXP ends successfully and our cheating is notdetected.Theorem 3.1. The check of Unblinding I is satis�ed.Proof. In Blinding II, the output of MIX server t + 1 is ��II� of eq.(4) if she ishonest. Therefore, her input must be(d�1 ; : : : ; d�N ) = ��1II�t+1(��1=�t+1�IIt+1II� )= ��(c�I���II=�t+1�IIt+11 ; : : : ; c�I���II=�t+1�IIt+1N )for some permutation �� for 1 � � � �. Therefore,X� = d�1 � � � � � d�N = (c1 � � � � � cN )�I���II=�t+1�IIt+1 = Z�I���II=�t+1�IIt+1 ;where Z 4= c1 � � � � � cN . Then eq.(8) is written as~�II� = (Z�1�I���II ; : : : ; Z�N�I���II ):Finally, at Step 2 of Unblinding I , each MIX server computes~�I� = ~�1=�I�II� = (Z�1��II ; : : : ; Z�N��II ) (9)for 1 � � � �. Note that (Z�1��II ; : : : ; Z�N��II ) is independent of �. Therefore,we see that ~�I1 = ~�I2 = � � � = ~�I�. This means that the check of Unblinding Iis satis�ed. ut



Theorem 3.2. The check of Unblinding II is satis�ed.Proof. Note thatMt+1 = X1 and St+1 is the product of all the elements of eq.(8)for � = 1. Therefore, we haveSt+1 = X�1�t+1�IIt+11 � � � � �X�N�t+1�IIt+11 = (X�t+1�IIt+11 )�1+���+�N= (Mt+1)�t+1�IIt+1 :Thus, eq.(6) is satis�ed. Hence, eq.(7) is satis�ed for some z. utFinally, from eq.(9) and Step 5 of Unblinding II, the output of the MIXEXPbecomes as follows.~�1 = ~�1=�III1= (Z�1� ; � � � ; Z�N�)= ((c1 � � � � � cN )�1� ; � � � ; (c1 � � � � � cN )�N �):This is clearly di�erent from a permutation of (c�1; : : : ; c�N ). (See Step 5 of Un-blinding II.) Therefore, the MIXEXP does not compute the correct output with-out being detected.4 Proposed MIX netIn this section, we show an e�cient t-resilient MIX net by using a certain com-binatorial structure over the set of MIX servers.In Sec.4.1, we introduce two new concepts, existential-honesty and limited-open-veri�cation. They will be useful for distributed computation in general.We also de�ne a combinatorial structure which guarantees that our scheme ist-resilient.Our scheme is given in Sec.4.2 and Sec.4.3. We further show an e�cientconstruction of the combinatorial structure by using covering [29] in 4.4. Cover-ing has recently been used in another cryptographic application: robust secretsharing by Rees et al. [23].4.1 Existential-honesty and limited-open-veri�cationA set system is a pair (X;B), where X 4= f1; 2; : : : ; vg and B is a collection ofblocks Bi � X with i = 1; 2; : : : ; b. First, we de�ne (v; b; t)-veri�ers set systems.De�nition 4.1. We say that (X;B) is a (v; b; t)-veri�ers set system if1. jBij = t+ 1 for i = 1; 2; : : : ; b and2. for any subset F � X with jF j � t, there exists aBi 2 B such that F\Bi = ;.



Let (X;B) be a (v; b; t)-veri�ers set system. We identify X with the set of MIXservers. Therefore, Bi is a subset of MIX servers of size t+1. We choose Pi 2 Biarbitrarily for 1 � i � b. Pi is called a prover. The other MIX servers of Bi arecalled veri�ers.We introduce two new concepts in this paper,{ Existential-honesty and{ t-open-veri�cationwhich we now describe.Existential honesty follows from De�nition 4.1. Although, existential honestyis not limited to applications in the MIX context, and may be useful in otherdistributed computation, we focus on its MIX application. In each block onedesignated party will mix the ciphertexts. As long as one block of MIX serversis free of dishonest machines, the goal of mixing has been achieved. Now we donot know which block satis�es this property. However, De�nition 4.1 guaranteesthat there always exists one block of honest parties. So, we let each block mixthe ciphertexts (i.e. the designated party of that block). What do we do whenthe designated party of a block Bj is dishonest? Since a block has t+1 parties, itmust be detected. Indeed, there are at most t dishonest parties. If it is detected,then we ignore the output and proceed with the output of block Bj�1 (or aneven earlier one if the designated party in Bj�1 was dishonest). Now, whathappens when one of the veri�ers falsely accuses the mixing party of havingbeen dishonest. Then we know that this block is not free of dishonest parties,and therefore the block under consideration is not the one of De�nition 4.1, sowe can just ignore the output of the block. In other words, we do not have todecide whether the one who mixed it was honest or not.We now explain t-open-veri�cation. In many secure distributed computationprotocols zero-knowledge is used to prove that the computation was done cor-rectly. In our approach we do not need zero-knowledge, the prover will revealthe secrets he used. However, he will only do this to t parties. The existentialhonesty guarantees that all parties in at least one of the blocks of MIX serverswill all be honest. So, the prover can reveal the secret he used. This speeds upthe veri�cation dramatically.We now formally describe the scheme in full detail.4.2 InitializationLet y(= gx mod p) be a public key of the ElGamal scheme as shown in Sec.2.2.We assume that the secret key x is distributed among v MIX servers by usingShamir's (t + 1; v) secret sharing scheme. Actually, we use a robust (t + 1; v)threshold ElGamal decryption scheme. (See the end of the next subsection formore details.)1. Each user i computes a ciphertext ci = (ai; bi; auxi; sigi) by the non-malleableElGamal encryption scheme [28] as shown in Sec.2.3. That is, (ai; bi) =



(gi ;miyi) is the ciphertext of the usual ElGamal scheme, auxi is the aux-iliary information and sigi is the Schnorr's signature of (ai; bi; auxi) suchthat ai is a public key and i is the secret key.2. Each user i posts his ciphertext ci to the bulletin board.3. ci is discarded if the signature is not valid.4.3 Main protocolWe assume that all MIX servers of Bi share a common key ei for 1 � i � b. Weextract (ai; bi) from a valid ciphertext ci. LetA0 = ((a1; b1); : : : ; (aN ; bN )):We wish to produce a random permutation of the list (m1; : : : ;mN ), wheremi = bi=axi is the plaintext of (ai; bi). A prover of a block Bi �rst publishes A1which is a randomly permuted list of reencrypted ciphertexts of A0. He thenprivately broadcasts the secret random string Ri he used to the veri�ers in thesame block Bi. Each veri�er of Bi checks the validity of A0 by using Ri.For j = 1; : : : ; b, do:Step 1. Let A0 = ((â1; b̂1); : : : ; (âN ; b̂N)):The prover Pj of block Bj chooses random numbers s1; : : : ; sN and a randompermutation �j . She computesA1 = �j((â1gs1 ; b̂1ys1); : : : ; (âNgsN ; b̂NysN )):and then publishes A1. (A1 is commonly used for all the veri�ers of Bj .)Step 2. Pj encrypts s1; : : : ; sN and �j by the key ej of block Bj . Then Pj publishesthese ciphertexts. (Pj is broadcasting s1; : : : ; sN and �j secretly to all theveri�ers of Bj .)Step 3. Each veri�er of block Bj decrypts the above ciphertexts and checks whetherA1 is computed correctly by using s1; : : : ; sN and �j . He outputs \ACCEPT"if A1 is computed correctly and \REJECT" otherwise.Step 4. If some veri�er of block Bj outputs \REJECT", then A1 is ignored. Other-wise, let A0 := A1.Let the �nal result be A0 = ((ĉ1; d̂1); : : : ; (ĉN ; d̂N )).Next any (t+1) MIX servers decrypt each (ĉi; d̂i) by using a robust (t+1; v)threshold ElGamal decryption scheme. Finally, we obtain a random permutationof the list (m1; : : : ;mN ).Gennaro et al. showed a robust threshold RSA signature scheme in [12]. Arobust (t + 1; v) threshold ElGamal decryption scheme is easily obtained byapplying their technique to ElGamal decryption.



4.4 Construction of the set systemLet v = (t + 1)2, b = t + 1, X = f1; 2; � � � ; (t + 1)2g and Bi = f(i � 1)(t +1) + 1; � � � ; i(t + 1)g for 1 � i � b. Then it is easy to see that (X;B) is a((t+ 1)2; t+ 1; t)-veri�ers set system.We next show a more e�cient (v; b; t)-veri�ers set system. A set system (X;B)is called a (v; k; t)-covering if [29]1. jBij = k for 1 � i � b and2. every t-subset of X is included in at least one block.From [17], we have the following proposition. (We learned about proposition4.2 from [23].)Proposition 4.2. Suppose that k = even and3 � s � t+ 32 ;k�t� s� 32 � � v < k�t� s� 42 � :Then there exists a (v; v�k; t)-covering such that b = t+s. Further, each elementa 2 X is included in at most two blocks.See [17, 23] for the construction.We next borrow the following lemma from [23] in which the lemma was usedfor robust secret sharing schemes. The proof will be clear.Lemma 4.3. (X;B) is a (v; b; t)-veri�ers set system if and only if the set system(X;Bc) is a (v; v � t� 1; t)-covering, where Bc 4= fXnBi j Bi 2 Bg.Then we obtain a (v; b; t)-veri�ers set system as follows.Corollary 4.4. For t = odd, there exists a (v; b; t)-veri�ers set system such thatv = 34(t+ 1)2 and b = 32(t+ 1): (10)Further, each element a 2 X is included in at most two blocks.Proof. In Proposition 4.2, let k = t+ 1 and s = (t+ 3)=2. utThe fact that each MIX server is included in at most two blocks is primordialto understand the e�ciency analysis described further on.We show a small example of Corollary 4.4. Let t = 3; b = 6; v = 12 andB1 = (1; 2; 3; 4); B2 = (3; 4; 5; 6); B3 = (5; 6; 1; 2);B4 = (7; 8; 9; 10); B5 = (9; 10; 11; 12); B6 = (11; 12; 7; 8)Then it is easy to see that this is a (12; 6; 3)-veri�ers set system which satis�esCorollary 4.4.



4.5 E�ciencyIn the (v; b; t)-veri�ers set system of Corollary 4.4, each MIX server is includedin at most two blocks. Therefore, each MIX server acts as a prover at most twiceand acts as a veri�er at most twice.In Step 1 and Step 2, each prover computes A1 and encrypts s1; � � � ; sNand �j . This computation cost is O(N). He publishes A1 and the ciphertexts ofs1; � � � ; sN and �j . This communication cost is O(N). Therefore, the total cost ofthe prover is O(N). In Step 3, each veri�er decrypts the ciphertexts of s1; � � � ; sN ,�j and checks the validity of A1. This computation cost is O(N). He publishes\ACCEPT" or \REJECT". This communication cost is O(1). Therefore, thetotal cost of the veri�er is O(N). In the end, the total cost of each MIX serveris O(N).An alternative method to compute the computation cost per user is to analyzethe total cost and then divide by the total number of MIX servers. One needsthen to take into account that the number of MIX servers is O(t2), compared toO(t) in previous work.5 Security of the protocol5.1 Veri�abilitySuppose that the prover Pj of Bj is malicious and A1 is not correctly computed.Then there exists at least one honest veri�er in Bj because jBj j = t+1 and thereexist at most t malicious MIX servers. The honest veri�er outputs \REJECT"at Step 3. Therefore, A1 is ignored at Step 4.5.2 RobustnessFor any t malicious MIX servers, there exists at least one Bi in which all MIXserver are honest from Def.4.1. This Bi computes A1 correctly. On the otherhand, any invalid A1 is ignored from the veri�ability. Therefore, our protocoloutputs a random permutation of (m1; : : : ;mN ) correctly even if there are atmost t malicious MIX servers.5.3 Privacy (Sketch)The ElGamal based encryption scheme of [28] is known to be non-malleable un-der adaptive chosen ciphertext attack. Let c1; c2 be two ciphertexts and m1;m2be the plaintexts. Then by using the result of [4], we can show that there exits noprobabilistic polynomial time (p.p.t.) Turing machine D (distinguisher) whichcan distinguish (c1; c2;m1;m2) and (c1; c2;m2;m1) with meaningful probability.This is the minimum requirement that any MIX net of this type must satisfy. Wealso assume that it satis�es plaintext awareness [5] which means that no p.p.t.adversary can create a ciphertext c without knowing its underlying plaintext m.



Now consider an adversary M0 who can control at most t MIX servers andat most N � 2 out of the N users posting encrypted messages. It is the goalof the adversary M0 to match each one of the two plaintexts m1;m2 to theircorresponding ciphertexts c1; c2 that he does not control. In other words, M0wishes to distinguish (c1; c2;m1;m2) and (c1; c2;m2;m1).Suppose that there exists a p.p.t. adversary M0 who can distinguish (c1; c2;m1;m2) and (c1; c2;m2;m1) with meaningful probability. For simplicity, supposethat M0 controls users 3; � � � ; N .We will show a distinguisher D. The input to D is (c1; c2; z1; z2), where(z1; z2) = (m1;m2) or (m2;m1). D �rst gives c1; c2 toM0 and runs the users partof M0. Then M0 outputs c3; � � � ; cN . From the plaintext awareness assumption,M0 knows the plaintexts m3; � � � ;mN for c3; � � � ; cN . Therefore, D knows the setof fm1;m2;m3; � � � ;mNg.D next runs the main body of our protocol in such a way that D simulatesthe part of honest MIX servers faithfully and uses M0 for the part of maliciousMIX servers. Let the output of the main body be A0 = ((ĉ1; d̂1); : : : ; (ĉN ; d̂N )).Note that A0 is a random permutation of randomized ciphertexts c1; � � � ; cN fromSec. 5.2.Let � be a random permutation. Let m̂i denote the plaintext of (ĉi; d̂i) for1 � i � N . Then we can show that M0 cannot distinguish (ĉi; d̂i; m̂i) and(ĉi; d̂i;m�(i)) under the decision Di�e-Hellman assumption. D �nally generatesa view ofM0 for the robust (t+1; n) threshold ElGamal decryption scheme with(ĉi; d̂i;m�(i)) by using the technique of [8, 12] for 1 � i � N .ThenM0 can distinguish (c1; c2;m1;m2) and (c1; c2;m2;m1) with meaningfulprobability from our assumption onM0. Hence,D can distinguish (c1; c2;m1;m2)and (c1; c2;m2;m1) with meaningful probability. However, this is a contradic-tion.6 Open problemsThis paper introduces several open problems, in particular:{ whether the new tools of existential-honesty and limited-open-veri�cationcan be used in other secure distributed computation.{ whether there are other choices of v. Indeed, when t is large the requirednumber of MIX servers only grows quadratic. Although this is reasonable fora theoretician, from a practical viewpoint, the question is worth addressing.{ is O(N) the minimum required e�ort per MIX server while maintaining t-privacy, t-veri�ability, and t-robustness, in a network with O(t2) servers.AcknowledgementThe authors thank Prof. Stinson for providing in August 1999 the second au-thor of the paper with a preliminary copy of their Rees et al. paper [23]. Theauthors are grateful for the many comments received from the referee and fromDr. Jakobsson who shepherded the rewriting of the paper. Many of these com-ments have signi�cantly contributed to increase the readability of the text.
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